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ClassicalSeries
A new concept of the classical
guitar for the professional guitarist.
The Classical-Series is designed for
the versatile guitarist of today
incorporating the traditional
classical design but also a tool for
the jazzer or fingerstylist.
Instruments in Classical-Series
have a well balanced sound with an
easy to play fingerboard.
The guitars are manufactured in
different versions to fill customers
needs; a thin body, narrow
fingerboard, a radiused, narrow
fingerboard etc.

ACT 5000

CC 110

AC-Series
Artist Cutaway
A contemporary steelstring for
the professional guitarist. A
smaller sized body, featuring a
delicate cutaway delivers the
looks and accessibility for the
modern guitar player. A well
balanced punchy and bright
sound is the trademark for
AC-Series. These instruments
deliver the looks of a fullsize
guitar, yet the smaller body
volume, makes it a perfect
instrument for the stage.
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D-Series
Dreadnought
Every Dreadnought is a result of six
decades of traditional luthiery
and commitment. Landola
Dreadnought is a guitar with a
bright brilliant tone for the
serious guitarist. Dreadnought
guitar deliver a great tone and
easy playability.
The D-Series guitars can
also be orderd with a
cutaway allowing easier
access to the higher
registers.
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12-Series

LR-Series

12-String Guitars

Landola Ragtime

If you want to sound like a full guitar
orchestra, try Landola’s 12-string guitar.
Guitars in the 12-Series have a big jumbosized body delivering both clarity and
boom. 12-Series guitars have a rich
character in their sound and they offer
pure 12-string power for both the
professional guitarist and the serious
amateur. There are cutaway and noncutaway models.

The Landola Ragtime is a new
smallbodied steelstring acoustic/
electro-acoustic guitar. A delicate,
brightsounding instrument for the
demanding guitarist, just as well suited
for the fingerstylist as for the
strummer. A vintage look combined
with modern luthiery provides a
playing comfort and tone to please
even the most demanding purist.
It delivers a fullsounding sweet
and clear tone with a vintage
twist making it an ideal
recording instrument.
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J-Series
Jumbo
A large sized steel-stringed guitar
for both the professional and the
serious amateur. A jumbo body
delivers bright strong tone with
sweet midrange and booming
bass. The secret behind the
incredible sound is our unique
material;
ThermoTimberTonewood. There
are cutaway and non-cutaway
models.
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Bass-Series
The Bass-Series is designed for
both the professional and the
serious amateur. We have created
an excellent bass-guitar with
complete and powerful sound. We
use Flamed Nordic-birch
(ThermoTimberTonewood ) in
our bass-guitars. The aesthetic and
tonal qualities of this wood are
something you have never
experienced.
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